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>>  Consumer debts has 
decreased with 34 %
For the first time since 2013, 
the average size of the non-
performing consumer loans 
in the country has decreased 
quite considerably. Its amount 
has reduced with 34% and 
for the first half of 2017 it 
is 728 BGN whereas for the 
same period of 2016, it was 
1 104 BGN, according to data 
from the Association of the 
Collection Agencies in Bulgaria 
(ACABG). Banks again take 
the first place – 48% out of all 
debts, processed by collection 
agencies. Utility products leave 
behind telecoms and make 
already 22% of all debts. Non-
banking - fast and commodity 
loans - are increasing at a fast 
rate.

>>  B2B debts assigned 
for collection services 
have increased with 
18%
The size of the assigned 
overdue B2B invoices has 
grown with 18% on an annual 
basis over the first half of 
2017 - up to 105.4 million 
BGN in compliance with 
data, provided by ACABG.  
The problems in the sphere 
of transport, trade and 
construction remain as most 
important. In the wholesale 
and retail sectors, as well as 
with real estate property, 
solvency has improved as 
compared with the same 
period of 2016. The main 
reasons for the financial 
difficulties of companies 
according to experts are as 
follows: sector’s cyclicality, 
poor management of liquidity 
and the lower amount 
of European financing in 
view of the end of the old 
programming period.

>>  A new debtor’s 
profile
A young man under his 30s, 
well-educated, working on 
an employment contract. 
This is the updated debtor’s 
profile in 2017 according 
to ACABG in Bulgaria. 
The biggest number of 
consumers with overdue 
payments was in Stara 
Zagora, Veliko Tarnovo 
and Burgas. The local 
distribution corresponds to 
the economic development 
of the regions. Easier access 
to crediting leads to an 
increased size of overdue 
and unpaid payments. 
According to this survey, 
67% from the young 
debtors are single, and 75% 
of them still live with their 
parents. Such young people 
traditionally spend more 
than they can afford in this 
period from their life.

>>  Debt collection 
fees decrease
Debt collection fees in 
Bulgaria will have a set limit, 
based on the progressive 
scale, after the voted by 
the Parliament changes 
in the Civil Procedure 
Code upon the proposal 
of the ombudsman Maya 
Manolova.
The aim is to relieve 
debtors. Parliament 
members rejected the idea 
about the 10-year absolute 
limitation of private debts. 
Neither was the idea 
accepted about bankruptcy 
of natural persons’ 
legislature.

Debt purchases for over 
1 billion BGN in 2017
 

The size of the sold debts in Bulgaria is expected to exceed 1 billion 
BGN in 2017, which will be the highest level since the beginning of 
recording statistics. This is what preliminary unofficial data in the 

sector show.

During the current year to end, 60 auctions for overdue receivables 
with a nominal value of 1.35 billion BGN were held, with some of 
them expected to be finalized in January and there is a possibility for 
a difference in the final results for the year. In a way of comparison, 
in 2016 there were overdue receivables sold for 0.95 billion BGN. “The 
sellers, represented mostly by banks, managed to overcome the delay 
from the first half of the year. In this way, we are going to report a 
record-breaking year”, comments Martin Despov, CEO of DCA EAD. 
The company is among the major debt purchasers in Bulgara and 
made two of the biggest deals for 2017 on the market. (refer to p.2) 

Over the first half of 2017, non-performed loans for about 366 million 
BGN were sold, which was two times less than the same period from 
the previous year, as data from the ACABG reveal. The decrease was 
due to the lower than expected activeness of the banks for the period, 
which banks needed more time to prepare the cession procedure. The 
anticipated additional measures of the Bulgarian National Bank in 
respect to the treatment of NPL was yet another argument for auction 
postponement. New rules are expected at European level which will 
increase the costs of the credit institutions for support of portfolios 
of overdue loans and will stimulate them to more actively dispose of 
them.

Besides banks, the most receivables are sold by non-banking 
financial institutions, specialized in crediting. The third place is 
occupied by telecoms and utility companies hardly ever avail of the 
possibilities on this market.

Source: ACABG*Forecast
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Debt Collection Agency EAD (DCA), part of the Norwegian 
B2Holding and one of the leading companies for debt purchasing 
in Bulgaria and Romania, has acquired a portfolio of non- 

performing loans for 84 million Euros from the biggest bank in Bulgaria 
– UniCredit Bulbank. The information was officially announced by the 
headquarters of both companies in Milan and Oslo.

The acquired portfolio contains overdue unsecured and secured 
loans of individual and corporate clients, as well as of small and medium 
enterprises. The cession was implemented by tender procedure and 
in high competition circumstances. In its announcement, the bank 
stated that the deal was part of its overall strategy to decrease non-
performing expositions and that the effect from it would become 
obvious in the 4th quarterly reports for 2017.

The price of acquisition is confidential. Usually the price mostly 
depends on the portfolio’s structure, the days past due and the 
envisioned collection of the receivables on the loans. “Selling its non-
performing loans, banks reintegrate in its profit part of the provisions, 
set aside for them. This improves their efficiency and increases their 
own capital” comments Nina Stancheva – CEO of DCA.

This has been the second deal of these 2 companies for less than 
a year. In January, DCA acquired from UniCredit a portfolio of non-
performing secured and unsecured loans of corporate clients of the 
bank worth 93 million Euros, which turned out to be the biggest deal 
of non-performing corporate bank loans in Bulgaria and in practice, 
opened up a continuously anticipated market segment. It was in 
January again when the daughter company of B2 Holding in Slovenia 
– B2 KAPITAL d.o.o obtained a portfolio with debts of individual and 
corporate clients of UniCredit Banka Slovenia for approximately 110 
million Euros, which again was part of the plan of the Italian Bank for 
strengthening of its credit portfolio.

New deal between 
DCA and UniCredit

FOR LESS THAN A YEAR, DCA HAS 

ACQUIRED FROM UNICREDIT 

LOANS WITH A NOMINAL VALUE 

OVER 

350 MILLION BGN 

АСВ придоби от Уникредит 
заеми за над 350 млн. лв. за по-

малко от година 

АСВ придоби от Уникредит 
заеми за над 350 млн. лв. за по-

малко от година Purchased debts in Bulgaria
BGN 
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Can you imagine what it would be like in Bulgaria 
without the non-banking financial crediting institu-
tions? To borrow from a relative or a friend is becom-

ing more and more difficult. Hundreds of thousands of people 
do not meet the strict and often, high level requirements of 
banks. Faced with no alternative, all this would deprive them 
from legal access to financing – a prerequisite for social ten-
sion and unrest.

Each person deserves to have access to financial services. 
No matter their possibilities. That is the reason why consumer 
crediting companies play an important role in the so-called 
“financial inclusion”. They offer their services in a quick, easy 
and convenient manner which makes consumers turn to them 
when they need to urgently borrow money. That is the reason 
why the segment of quick loans is increasing at a “two-digit” 
tempo (as in the graph chart). Over the past 3 years, the credit 
portfolio in the sector has increased with 32% - up to 26 billion 
BGN as of June, 2017. The share of the bad loans over the same 
period shrank twice – from 30% to 15%.

With its 42 offices around the country, located at key places 
with a big flow of people, Viva Credit is close to its consumers 

and knows in detail their worries and needs when credit cash 
urgency arises.

The company lends such loans on the spot in their offices 
and online for a few minutes and upon minimum requirements 

Desislava Dimitrova,  
Viva Credit Manager

The magic of the fast loan
Viva Credit relies also on DCA 
for a high-quality portfolio 
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and minimum number of documents to be presented. This has its 
price, which is higher than the one of the banks, but is it justified 
because of the quickness, easiness and convenience. “The truth is 
that if you are in a financial difficulty or in need, the easiest and 
the quickest way is to turn to fast credits. A lot of people, forced by 
situation, daily routine and what not – find and appreciate in us, 
the speed and the easy access to means which are life-saving for 
them. We try to be people’s partners at every stage of their life”, 
comments Desislva Dimitrova, Viva Credit Manager.

The speed and the convenience of Viva Credit go hand 
in hand with the proper treatment of clients. And this is not 
a slogan. This has been acknowledged by consumer associa-
tions and competitors. Viva Credit was the only one out of 
5 surveyed leading non-banking financial institutions which 
passed the “Secret Client” test of the Active Consumers Asso-

ciation in respect to providing prelimi-
nary information to credit-beneficiaries. 
“Viva Credit is the company with the 
most transparent terms on the market”, 
the attorney of a competitor company 
is convinced. The company itself has its 
own philosophy for responsible credit-
ing. ”Compassion is our main objective. 
This, on its own, leads to establishment 
of the model of individual decision of-
fer for each client, depending on their 
need for financing and the possibility 
to repay the credit, without it affecting 
their way and standard of life. This is our 
main advantage, as well.  Following this 
policy, we considerably decrease the risk 
of excessive indebtedness of our clients. 
Besides, our algorithm for assessment of 

clients’ credit repayment abilities (the so-called “scoring”) 
achieves very good results in the direction of real risk assess-
ment”, says Desislava Dimitrova.

Viva Credit company is convinced that the responsible and 
fair treatment of clients pays back in the long run. Its busi-
ness has been expanding faster than the average increase on 
the market. For the 1st half of 2017, the credit portfolio of Viva 
Credit has increased with 45% and the non-performing cred-
its have been reduced to almost 20 % from the total portfolio. 
The previous two years were also successful. “The reason for 
the reduction of bad credits is complex. A big influence is ex-
ercised by the economic situation in the country, the increase 
in income and the low level of unemployment, as well as by 
the responsible crediting, observed by us”, elaborates Desislava 
Dimitrova.

Another important element in the management of overdue 
credits is their timely sale. Debt Collection Agency (DCA) EAD 
is among the main partners of Viva Credit in the buy-outs of 
uncollected receivables. “Our cooperation with DCA definitely 
contributes for the better liquidity of the Viva Credit portfo-
lio. Our observations show that the earlier and more timely the 
portfolio cession is, the better the results. Our partnership with 
DCA is highly beneficial, since their work is accurate and fast. 
Besides, there have been no complaints on the part of consum-
ers”, this is the assessment for the Debt Collection Agency of 
the Viva Credit Manager.

In 2016 Viva Credit became part of Management Financial 
Group (MFG) which unites leading companies in the non-bank-
ing financial sector from Central and East Europe – Easy Asset 
Management, Access Finance (white card, AXI), Mcash Mace-
donia and Fintrade Finance.  Due to their joining the MFG, the 
management board of Viva Credit anticipates an even stronger 
development in the company business.

VIVA CREDIT Profile:

•	Proprietor:		 MFG
•	Income	for	2016:		 9.05	million	BGN
•	Profit	for	2016:		 0.9	million	BGN
•	Capital	for	2016:		 2.8	million	BGN
•	Company	employees:		 120
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“We have a well-organized and developed internal 
structure for collection of our overdue receivables. We 
constantly reconsider the algorithm for credit risk 
assessment. Over the last year, we considerably 
increased the collection percentage. It is of utmost 
importance to timely take measures until the client is 
in a shorter overdue. And thus, we can be more 
efficient and help clients by offering an installment or 
partial repayment of the principal sum prior to their 
debt being sold. With increased arrears, the collection 
percentage decreases. After depleting all internal 
channels for collection of arrears, we turn to external 
specialized companies. We successfully collaborate 
with DCA. We work together on the grounds of frame 
agreements. We are impressed with their correctness 
and accuracy, typical of their employees. I suppose this 
is due to the established company standards but also, 
due to the fact that they are already part of a big 
international group.”
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Debt Collection Agency (DCA) EAD, part of the 
Norwegian B2Holding held for a fifth consecutive 
year an event for its business and institutional 
partners. The event was held on November, 
9th at Cosmos Restaurant in Sofia and over 80 
guests from more than 35 leading companies from 
the financial, the telecom and the utility sectors 
attended it.

A special guest of the event was one of the members 
of the B2Holding Board – Herald Henriksen, in 
charge of the introduction of regulatory requirements 
and norms in the company’s business activities. 
The event was also attended by Christakis Savidis, 
Chairman of the Executive Council of B2Kapital 
Greece, also part of the Norwegian holding.

Observing traditions, the guests were welcomed by 
the managers of DCA. “We have invited you in order 
to celebrate together our current and future common 
projects and success. Each year, we share with you 
the achieved results, the accumulated emotions and 

impressions, the prospects and objectives for the 
next year”, addressed in his speech the company’s 
business partners one of the two Executive 
Managers - Martin Despov.

The host company, in the spirit of the tradition, 
shared again part of its income in support of the 
SOS Children’s Villages campaign, which takes 
care of over 500 children, deprived of parental care. 
For each of the guests at the event, the company 
added extra means which was yet another reason 
for the present people to share the event with the 
team of DCA.

“When a man has the opportunity, they realize that 
there is still something missing. You are successful 
when you are good to the others and give all the 
time... every day. I know such people and the 
Executive Directors of DCA Nina and Martin are 
two of these”, congratulated the organizers of the 
event Ivaylo Gyurov, Director of Fundraising and 
Communications of SOS Children’s Villages.

The 5th Annual DCA Event 
for Company Partners
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